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dis-ambiguity [sp?] of identity.  

 

Part one. 

 

Follow the person around; pretending you don’t see them; even if you are directly looking at them; even 

if you are directly looking at them.  
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[accompanying music citation: Calvin Harris, Rag n’ Bone Man-Giant] 

Two main vx. If you look at them directly they appear to stage that they can’t see that at all. {at all} 

When does the dis-ambiguity [-tion] [sp?] of identity from the unjust perps toward these two victims 

take place. The scene caught on-the recording is the Congregation of persons at every stance stop these 

two vix go to in some encounter.  

  As a model a grocery store where these two vx would be selecting certain goods would work as model 

and re-modeling of the recording. Even a better model, re-model would be if the two vx were placed 

together [theme: ether] and they were instructed to stop at certain areas such as to pick-up previously 

selected products; what effect would this have.  

  Further in the scene caught on recording a 2nd smaller group of unjust perps watch this dis-ambiguity 

[ition] of identity of the two vx; and seem to lead it and approve it happening.  

 

Part Two. 81319 

 

Using a source, citation; one at least, … to paint it.  

[Source, citation: When We Argued All Night (by) Alice Mattinson] 
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  Why the beginning. In the very beginning the two vx; can be interpreted to be together as in near one-

another physically and in the case of the two vx; these two vx; are related and that’s caught somehow 

that two vx might … would be biological brothers.  

cited p. 4 

“Though Artie could beat Harold easily at handball or punchball, and less easily at tennis …  Artie could 

not swim.”  

The basic argument that could be used is that in regular relational context without much of an inference 

yet anyhow to growing up as in soon coming in context and the same with any such explanation 

additions such as last time “Artie” had visited with “Harold” implies such as; is brother in any case using 

syntax ending analysis at the capital A; uses this syntax for timed investigation purpose  

Using the previous page: brothers; the two vx didn’t know one-another; had seen one-another in 

passing through the relativity of orientation [think of a time + area where there is a moving larger 

populous such as modern day NYC a-or S.F. is represented] 

and were both publicly out. Both died through an act of un-expected unjust homicide during a sexual 

encounter, 1st with an on-going partner. In this case one that seemed the opposite gender but wasn’t.  

cited p.3 

  “His hot, itchy black socks. Stuffed them into his shoes … Halfway to the lake –small, round, ringed by 

mountains—he stopped, undid his belt buckle, his pants …” 


